Live Shot Manager
Interview Script
Technical Production Managers
Part 1 - Interview
Introduction
Thank you for taking the time to participate in this interview and user testing session.
For the first half of our session, we want to learn about you and your work, especially the
lifecycle of a live shot from creation to air. The second half of the session will consist of a user
testing session where we show you a prototype our team has created based on our current
understanding of the workflow from talking to technical directors.
To begin, we want you to tell us a little about your role and then demonstrate your daily task
workflow. Afterwards, we will follow-up with some questions to make sure we have a holistic
understanding of the live shot lifecycle.
We will also be recording your voice and your screen during this session. These recordings will
definitely be confidential and used only for research purposes by our team.
You can’t do or say anything wrong here. We’d like you to “think aloud” as much as possible. By
that, we mean that we’d like you to speak your thoughts as often as you can. Please feel free to
chime in with any comments or questions as you see fit in order to better help us understand
your work. Our ultimate objective here is to see how your workflow can be improved in LSM.
Interview Questions
1. Background
a. How long have you been a TPM?
b. Tell us about your everyday responsibilities. What does your typical daily
schedule look like?
i.
How do you book live shots?
ii.
How do you grab and take live shots?

iii.

How do you verify that a shot is ready for air?

c. Do you work according to the on-air schedule? How do you know when to book
a shot?
d. What specific tools do you use to implement your daily work? What about tools
to manage or keep track of your work?
e. Who do you mainly work with on a daily basis? How do you communicate with
them?
2. TPM-specific
a. When do you grab and take live shots?
b. When do you grab and take individual paths?
c. What is a common issue you run into as a TPM? How do you resolve this issue?
d. What do you think works well in your current workflow? Why?
e. Is there anything you’d like to change about it? Why? How would you change it?

Part 2 - User Testing
Introduction
In the second session, we will be showing you a prototype we’ve created from talking to
technical directors Rob and Kevin. We have four tasks for you to complete below. Once again,
your interactions with the prototype will be recorded during this session for research purposes.
After completing all four tasks, we will send you a link to complete a survey to assess your
experience. Please feel free to give us any comments or ask any questions you have after
completion of the tasks. We’d love feedback on how to improve the prototype so that it fits
your ideal workflow.
Before starting the tasks, we’d like for you to take a look at the prototype and get acquainted
with where elements are located on the screen.
Current Prototype:
https://preview.uxpin.com/91d00c6ff18f712af570683cdf282279afccb161#/pages/101358911/s
imulate/sitemap
You’re going to be working on MSNBC Deadline White House. You just got the iNews rundown
and you need to start creating and assigning live shots and paths to the show.
Task 1: Adding a Live Shot to a Show Timeline
1. Select a show to work on: MSNBC Deadline White House.
2. Search for a live shot: Rick Stengel.
3. Add the live shot to the show timeline.
Task 2: Creating a Live Shot, Grabbing Paths, and Saving a Shot as a Preset
1. Create a live shot.
2. Look through the live shot metadata and technical information. Let’s pretend you are
entering information for this new live shot.
3. Find the path data. Take and grab individual paths. Save changes.
4. Save the information as a preset.
Task 3: Editing a Shot, Viewing Different Views, and Grabbing Objects
1. Edit the live shot for: Garrett Haake.
2. Click through different views of the live shot timeline.
a. Timeline view

b. Top-down view
c. Table view
3. Go to the top-down timeline. Grab Garrett Haake.
Task 4: Notifications
1. Go to your notifications.
2. Control Room 32 is attempting to grab Garrett Haake. Release the live shot.
3. Control Room 32 is attempting to grab Carol Lee. Ignore their attempt

